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shape of discrete elements and unifies commonly unrelated methods in a single com-
putational framework. This framework, by using an efficient graph-representation
of the domain of interest, unifies several geometric and physical finite formulations,
and supports local progressive refinement (and coarsening) effected only where and
when required.
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1 Introduction

Many physical phenomena are modeled as field problems, in terms of a sys-
tem of partial differential equations. With rare exceptions, the construction
of explicit exact solutions to such problems is out of question. The mathe-
matical problem is therefore subjected to qualitative analyses on one side,
and to computationally tractable quantitative techniques on the other. Over
the years, a number of commonly used approximation methods have been de-
veloped, namely finite differences, finite elements, and finite volumes (briefly
FDM, FEM and FVM), all of which are based on finite approximations of
the geometry and the fields involved. All such methods may be viewed as in-
stances of a single algebraic-topological approach to the representation and
solution of field problems. In all cases, the domain is (approximately) subdi-
vided into full-dimensional finite cells, leading to a difference representation
of the differential operators of interest.

In our formulation, the construction of a finite approximation relies on the
topological concepts of chains and cochains, and the related linear operations
of boundary and coboundary. This approach is inspired by the applications to
be developed within the next generation of computational sciences, as briefly
summarized in Section 1.1. In particular, it should now be possible to construct
simulation models of field problems where geometric and physical properties
are generated, detailed, and refined simultaneously and progressively.

1.1 Motivation

Field problems dominate computational science and engineering. Tradition-
ally, engineering practice involves repeated iterations of design (i.e., shaping
and modeling of material properties), simulation, evaluation and re-design.
Advances in computer technology—both software and hardware—in compu-
tational science and in simulation methods have made such iterations more
efficient and accurate, enhancing productivity and shortening time-to-market.
But the trial-and-error procedure in itself has not changed in a significant
way, involving a pipelined sequence of separate modeling tasks, computational
steps, and conversions between different representations (such as re-meshing).

Novel application areas are characterized by an enormous increase in size of
computer models. For example, a typical quantity of elementary data to take
into account in biological simulations is easily 103 to 106 times greater than
in conventional engineering design problems. This huge increase in size is due
to several factors. First of all, such problems typically involve large cellu-
lar decompositions (instead of the more compact boundary representations).
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This fact alone accounts for an increase of one to two orders of magnitude of
model size. Moreover, database factoring of repeated substructures, implicitly
produced by hierarchical graphs, cannot be used when dealing with large de-
formations. This impossibility implies a further size increase of several orders
of magnitude. Finally, the sheer number and complexity of components should
be considered: there are several thousand atoms in a protein, several thousand
proteins in a cell, and so on (see, e.g. (1; 2)).

Also, very-large-scale visualization problems have been recently approached in
computer graphics by hierarchical multiscale representations. In scientific vi-
sualization, new progressive methods allow the scientist to get real-time inter-
action with terascale data sets, making the best use of the available bandwidth
between storage, processors and graphics hardware. However, the limiting fac-
tor is once more the fact that the sequential operations of modeling, meshing,
simulating and visualizing are typically performed by different people, using
different computational methods and different data structures.

In contrast, the approach we advocate here aims at seamlessly combining
the geometric model of the body under consideration, the description of its
physical properties and the simulation of the relevant patterns emerging from
geometry and physics. In particular, we rely on well-established concepts from
algebraic topology, based on the standard definitions of chain and cochain,
to be summarized in the next section. As we shall see, physical quantities are
aptly described by attaching values to point-subsets (cells) from the model de-
composition, thus supporting simultaneously and progressively both geometric
detailing and physical simulation. As a result, such a capability should pro-
vide scientists and engineers with a prompt information on how their models
respond to progressive changes in design and/or simulation parameters.

1.2 Related work

The quest for classification and unification in physical field theories dates back
at least to the work of Maxwell (3). The computational advantages of this
unified view have been realized by Kron (4), who developed analog-computer
models to simulate a variety of physical field problems. Roth (5) appears to
have been the first to observe that algebraic topological foundations underlie
all such models. Branin (6) advocated a unified discrete view of all physical
theories using concepts from algebraic topology and the De Rham cohomology.
This line of inquiry culminated in a comprehensive classification of many
diverse physical theories in terms their topological structure (7).

More recently, this early research led to new efforts in developing unified com-
putational models and languages for analysis, simulation, and engineering de-
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sign. Notably, Palmer and Shapiro (8) proposed a unified computational model
of engineering systems that relies on concepts from algebraic topology. Their
idea appears as a natural consequence of the Stokes theorem, which relates
the integral of a differential form ω on the boundary ∂R of a domain R to the
integral of the exterior derivative dω of ω over the domain itself:∫

R

dω =
∫

∂R

ω (1)

The fact that a cell-by-cell integration of a differential p-form yields a p-cochain
may be summarized by the commutative diagram (9):

p-cochain
δ−→ (p + 1)-cochain∫

↑ ↑
∫

p-form
d−→ (p + 1)-form

(2)

This property holds for every form in any dimension, is metric-free and obvi-
ously independent of coordinate parametrization. Realizing that cochains are
discrete (integrated) analogues of differential form, a number of researchers
proposed to build numerical simulation models directly in terms of cochains
(or chains, considered as isomorphic to cochains). Palmer (10) proposed to en-
code conventional FEMs for plane elasticity problems using chains as a basic
data type. In (11; 12) this approach was extended in a substantial way, leading
to the implementation of a general-purpose language for specifying and com-
puting cell-based models. A discrete vector calculus on regular lattices was
proposed and variously exemplified in (13).

A number of researchers went beyond the use of chains and cochains as general-
purpose data types, considering that a sound numerical method should re-
flect the algebraic-topological structure of the underlying physical theory in
a faithful way. Notably, Strang (14) observed that the FEM encodes a per-
vasive equilibrium pattern, which is at the center of the classification in (7).
Mattiussi(15) provided interpretations of FEM, FVM, and FDM in terms of
the topological properties of the corresponding field theory. Tonti (16) pre-
sented his cell method as a direct discrete method, bypassing the underlying
continuum model. In (17) FDMs that satisfy desired topological properties
are discussed.

Two notions introduced in (8) deserve consideration. First, many physical laws
may be expressed combinatorially (not just discretely) from first principles.
This idea was formalized in (18), where the authors proposed combinatorial
representations for differential forms, equations, and balance laws, and proved
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a dual version of Stokes’ theorem in the form of a commutative diagram:

p-cochain
δ−→ (p + 1)-cochain

lim cell→ 0 ↓ ↓ lim cell→ 0

p-form
d−→ (p + 1)-form

(3)

whenever the cell-by-cell limit is well defined. These results provide a basis
for developing new languages to describe physical models and systematically
transform them into strongly typed numerical simulations. Second, the ex-
istence of isomorphisms between chains and cochains, primal and dual de-
compositions, boundary and coboundary operators, suggests a multitude of
alternative but (in some sense) equivalent formulations. For example, in (19)
it is shown that a small set of combinatorial operators (namely boundary,
coboundary, and dualization) is sufficient to represent a variety of physical
laws and invariants in the context of design automation. Specific examples
include geometric integrity, balance, and surface smoothing.

In this paper, we advance a specific interpretation of the algebraic-topological
formulation, which is conceptually simple, physically sound, computational ef-
fective and comprehensive. Our goal is to apply this approach to field modeling
onto an already established computational framework for geometric modeling
with cell complexes (20). This framework has been recently extended to pro-
vide parallel and progressive generation of very large datasets using streams
of continuous approximations of the domain with convex cells (21). This ap-
proach also supports progressive Boolean operations (22), providing continu-
ous streaming of geometrical features and adaptive refinement of their details.

1.3 Preview

Section 2 provides the reader with a minimal set of basic definitions from
algebraic topology. Section 3 introduces our finite representation of field prob-
lems, centered on cells of codimension 1 zero, and compares it with the more
common presentation focused on nodes, i.e., cells of dimension zero, and in
Section 4 we will introduce the split algorithm as a means of mesh refining. In
Section 5 our algebraic-topological approach is applied to a simple prototype
problem involving the Laplacian.

1 Codimension is a basic topological concept that applies to subspaces of vector
spaces, and more generally to submanifolds. It is, by definition, the dimension of
any complementary subspace (submanifold).
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2 Background

In the following definitions, which are mainly adapted from (23), we refer to
simplicial complexes only for the sake of simplicity. In fact, all we say can
be extended seamlessly to more general cellular complexes, in particular to
cell complexes with convex polyhedral cells. In the following, we often refer to
simplices and cells as if they were synonyms.

Oriented complexes An oriented p-simplex 2 is defined as

σp = [x 0,x1, . . . ,xp ] := conv (x 0,x1, . . . ,xp) ⊂ Ed, p ≤ d .

Its (p− 1)-faces are the (p− 1)-simplices

σp−1, k := [x 0, . . . ,x k−1,x k+1, . . . ,xp], 0 ≤ k ≤ p ,

where each face gets the orientation induced by its ordered vertex subsequence,
as extracted from (x0,x1, . . . ,xp). The simplex [x1,x 0,x2, . . . ,xp ] sharing the
support of σp with opposite orientation is denoted −σp.

Let K be an oriented simplicial complex, defined as a set of oriented simplexes
such that: (i) if a simplex is in K, then so are all its faces, and (ii) every two
simplexes in K either do not intersect or intersect on their common face. Let
Kp ⊂ K be the set of p-simplices in K. Each p-simplex (and consequently the
whole complex) is oriented by a total ordering of the set K0 (the set of nodes
of K).

Chain groups Let (G, +) be a free abelian (i.e., commutative) group. A
p-chain of K with coefficients in G is a mapping cp : Kp → G such that

cp(−σ) = −cp(σ), σ ∈ Kp

Chain addition is defined by sum of chain values: if cp, dp are p-chains, then
(cp + dp)(σ) = cp(σ) + dp(σ), for each σ ∈ Kp. The resulting group is denoted
Cp(K; G).

Let σ be an oriented simplex in K and g ∈ G. The elementary chain whose
value is g on σ, −g on −σ and 0 on any other simplex in K is denoted gσ.

2 The simplex σp, based at x 0, is non degenerate if and only if the p vectors
xk−x 0 (1 ≤ k ≤ p) are linearly independent. We write conv ( . . . ), instead of
conv { . . . }, to underline that vertex ordering matters.
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Each chain can then be written in a unique way as a finite sum of elementary
chains:

cp =
∑

σp, k∈Kp

gkσp, k .

Chains attach multiplicity to cells. If their coefficients are taken in the smallest
nontrivial group, i.e. G = {0, 1,−1}, cells can only be discarded or selected,
possibly inverting their orientation.

Boundary The boundary operator ∂ : Cp(K; G) → Cp−1(K; G) is first de-
fined on cells, as follows:

∂σp :=
p∑

k=0

(−1)kσp−1, k ,

then extended to elementary chains, by taking

∂(gσ) := g(∂σ) ,

and finally to all chains by assuming ∂ to be additive.

Cochain groups By definition, the set of p-cochains of K, with coefficients
in G, is the group of all homomorphisms of Cp(K; G) into G:

Cp(K; G) := Hom(Cp(K; G), G),

In other words, cochains measure the content of G-valued additive quantities
in chains. If γ p is a p-cochain, its content in the p-chain cp is often denoted as
a pairing:

〈γ p, cp〉 := γ p(cp) .

Coboundary The coboundary operator δ is defined as the dual of the bound-
ary operator ∂ : Cp+1(K; G)→ Cp(K; G), so that

Cp+1(K; G)
δ← Cp(K; G)

with

〈δγ p, cp+1〉 = 〈γ p, ∂cp+1〉 .
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The pairing notation makes transparent that this defining property is a com-
binatorial prototype of the Stokes theorem (24).

Let σ∗α denote the elementary cochain which takes value 1 on the elementary
chain σα and value 0 on all other elementary chains. Let us also denote gσ∗α the
elementary cochain whose value is g on σα and zero on all other elementary
chains. It can then be seen (23) that Cp(K; G) is isomorphic to the Cartesian
product of np copies of G, where np is the number of p-simplices in K. Under
such isomorphism, each cochain γ p corresponds to a tuple (gασ∗α)α∈{1,...,np},
which is often written as a sum:

γ p =
np∑

α=1

gασ∗α ,

because of the additivity property:

δγ p =
np∑

α=1

gα(δσ∗α).

Fundamental identities The key property of boundary and coboundary
operators is embodied in the two dual identities:

∂2 := ∂ ◦ ∂ = 0 , δ2 := δ ◦ δ = 0 , (4)

where 0 denotes the null chain or cochain, respectively. The chains whose
boundary is null form a group called the group of cycles, and the respective
null-coboundary cochains, form the cocycles group. The fundamental identities
shown above state that every (co)boundary is a (co)cycle.

Incidence A p-incidence matrix Ap = [aij] describes how p- and (p−1)-cells
intersect: aij = 0 if σp,i∩σp−1,j = ∅; aij = ±1 otherwise, with the sign decided
by the relative orientation between the simplex σp−1,j and the j-th face of
σp,i. A small 2-complex and its incidence matrix A2 are given in Figure 1 and
Table 1, respectively. Incidence matrices are practical computational tools. It
is easy to see that Ap and its transpose A>

p represent through matrix mul-
tiplication the action of the boundary operator ∂ : Cp → Cp−1 and of the
coboundary operator δ : Cp−1 → Cp, respectively:

[aij] [σp−1, j] = [∂σp, i]

[aji] [σp, i] = [δσp−1, j]
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Table 1
The incidence matrix A>

2 of the complex K in Figure 1.

τ1 τ2 τ3 τ4 τ5 τ6 τ7 τ8 τ9


σ1 −1 −1 −1 0 0 −1 0 0 0

σ2 0 −1 0 1 −1 0 0 0 0

σ3 0 0 0 0 −1 0 −1 0 −1

σ4 0 0 0 0 0 −1 −1 1 0

σ4

σ3

σ2

σ1

τ
3

τ
1

τ
4

τ
9

τ
8

τ
6

τ
7

τ
2

τ
5

Figure 1. A 2-complex K, with 1- and 2-cells arbitrarily oriented.

3 Discretization of field problems

Commonly, the approximate solution of field problems is approached start-
ing from nodal values as field samples, i.e., considering 0-cochains. Cells of
dimension 0, called nodes, are connected to each other by 1-dimensional cells
obtained from a cellular discretization of the domain, often called edges. Edges
bound 2-dimensional cells called faces, and so on. Together, the collection of
cells of all dimensions is an oriented cell complex, usually referred to as a mesh.
In this paper we offer a different perspective, in which the starting point is pro-
vided by the opposite extreme of the hierarchy, i.e., by cells of codimension 0
and 1. This approach allows us to formulate field problems with meshes of gen-
eral type, without the usual constraints imposed on the shape discretizations
by standard finite methods.

3.1 Mesh duality

We refer to a given mesh in an n-dimensional space as a primal cell complex
K. A dual cell complex D can be constructed in many ways 3 (23; 7). In the

3 Depending on the construction, D may fail to be a honest cell complex, since the
boundary of some dual cells is not in D. However, there are several standard ways
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Figure 2. Primal and dual complexes: (a) duality between K2 and D0; (b) duality
between K1 and D1.

K↔D duality, to each p-cell in K (the primal complex) there corresponds a
unique (n−p)-cell in the dual complex D, and vice versa. Such an association is
purely topological, and the detailed geometry of the cells is immaterial in this
respect. The duality in 2-space between a 2-cell in K and the corresponding
0-cell in D, as well as the duality linking a 1-cell in K and its dual 1-cell in
D, are illustrated in Figure 2.

The duality between K and D induces a hierarchy of isomorphisms, collectively
denoted by φ, between the cochain group Cp(K) and the chain group Cn−p(D)
(see (23) for details). This produces the commutative diagram

Cp−1 φ−→ Cn−p+1

δ ↓ ↓ ∂

Cp φ−→ Cn−p

(5)

implying that boundary and coboundary operators are related as follows:

∂ = φ ◦ δ ◦ φ−1, δ = φ−1 ◦ ∂ ◦ φ. (6)

Figures 3 and 4 illustrate these relationships. Figures 3 shows how the bound-
ary of a sample chain in C2(K, Z), namely the elementary chain 2σ, can be
computed via the coboundary of dual cochains. Symmetrically, Figure 4 illus-
trates the computation of the coboundary of a sample cochain in C1(D, Z),
namely γ = 7τ ∗1−3τ ∗2 (with τ ∗1 , τ ∗2 elementary cochains), via the boundary of
cells in K.

As a result of properties (5) and (6), the combinatorial version of many physi-

to complete D as a cell complex, see for example (6).
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a b

c d

2
2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

Figure 3. Dual computation of ∂(2σ): (a) the elementary chain 2σ; (b) its dual
cochain value φ−1(2σ); (c) the coboundary value δ(φ−1(2σ)); (d) back to K:
∂(2σ) = φ(δ(φ−1(2σ))).

dc

ba

7
7

7

7

3
3

3 3

-10

10

τ1

τ2

Figure 4. Dual computation of δ(7τ∗1 −3τ∗2 ): (a) the cochain value γ = 7τ∗1 −3τ∗2 ;
(b) its dual chain φ(γ); (c) the boundary of the dual chain ∂(φ(γ)); (d) back to D:
δ(γ) = φ−1(∂(φ(γ))).
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cal laws may be factorized, as shown in (19), according to the pattern ∂◦H ◦δ,
where chains are considered “trivial cochains” on a cell complex and H de-
scribes the constitutive relationship between cochains on the dual cell complex.

3.2 Canonical form of finite methods

We are now ready to state our combinatorial approach based on cells of high-
est dimension. Let us start by discussing the association between mesh nodes
and values of a physical quantity. Such an associating could be misinterpreted,
implying that the hypothetical physical measurement of that quantity is so ac-
curate to produce the actual value at a single point. However, what is actually
measured is an average on a small cell “centered” on that point. If field values
are regarded as volumetric averages, then the differences between adjacent cells
should be associated to their separating surface. Therefore, (p−1)-dimensional
interfaces between p-cells play the role played by 1-cells in node-based ap-
proaches. For instance, in a heat transfer problem the measured temperature
is associated to a p-cell, representing the average value in the region, and dif-
ferences of temperatures are related to the separating surface between two
adjacent p-cells, that is a (p− 1)-cell.

The association of a discrete field with a chain is a natural choice. Chains ex-
press values associated to cells, and thus are well suited representations of both
domain and codomain values of a physical problem. Cochains on the other side
are functions, whose applications on chains (input discrete fields) give other
chains (output discrete fields). For example, the heat flux chain is the result
of the application of the constitutive relation—represented as a cochain on
a cell complex—on spatially-distributed temperatures. This distinction be-
tween domain and codomain sets is enforced in our approach, achieving a
strict-typedness for input and output discrete fields (i.e. chains), the spatial
distributions of temperature and heat flux, respectively. Our approach also
differs from usual ones in the fact that it does not require two meshes: instead
of specifying dual cochains, our approach uses chains and cochains on a single
cell complex, and thus is more consistent with common practical numerical
methods relying on only one mesh.

3.2.1 Lexicon

A variety of well-known physical theories may be constructed by combining
primitive topological and metrical maps. In fact, many authors, including (5; 6;
7; 15; 18) and (19), observed that similar patterns emerge in the factorization
of different physical laws.
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Domain Let us refer, without loss of generality, to the domain as represented
by a cell complex K of codimension 0 and dimension p.

Field Recalling the definition of chains given in Section 2, notice that a field
F : D → G is piecewise approximated over the representative cell complex K
by a chain cp, i.e. a map Kp → G.

Differentiation The field represented by cp is transformed by the boundary
operator ∂. This operation corresponds to a dual approximation of the exterior
differentiation d, which produces a (p− 1)-chain.

Transfer function A transfer function Ω ∈ Hom(Cp−1(K; G), G) trans-
forms the input chain cp−1 into a cochain γ p−1. In other words, the transfer
function operates cell by cell on local approximations.

Integration The last operator applied in Equation (8) is the coboundary δ.
This corresponds to an integration on the cell decomposition of the domain,
producing a p-cochain γ p.

3.2.2 Existence of canonical form

In the following of this paper we are going to show that a strictly-typed for-
mulation of the combinatorial laws that underlies all finite methods can be
summarized as follows:

Cp
∂−→ Cp−1

Ω−→ Cp−1 δ−→ Cp (7)

so that the equivalent functional formulation is expressed as

〈γ p, cp〉 = (δ ◦ Ω ◦ ∂)(cp) (8)

where cp is the chain representation of the input field and γ p the cochain
producing the output field.

Traditional finite problem-solving methods include finite elements, finite vol-
umes and finite differences. There are authors that in their work recognized
some underlying structure of these methods, notably (7; 15; 18; 12) and (19),
and provided a combinatorial interpretation of some numerical methods such
as finite volumes and elements.
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In this section we demonstrate that all finite methods can be expressed with
our framework, separating the topological components from the metrical and
physical counterpart. We also provide an interpretation of such methods within
the algebraic-topological approach presented in this paper.

Any given finite method supply a way of expressing complex differential equa-
tions approximating them with a system of linear equations M ξ = b, so re-
ducing differential relations to finite differences. Let A := Ap be the incidence
matrix of a mesh, and let M be a matrix supplied by any finite method on
the same cell complex.

Theorem 3.1 The matrix M can be reduced in canonical form

M = A>ΩA = δ Ω ∂,

if and only if the incidence matrix has trivial kernel, i.e. Ker(A) = {0}.

Proof The necessity of Ker(A) = {0} follows directly from the fact that
M , provided by a finite method, should invertible, and consequently it must
result Ker(M) = {0}. Let us suppose that the incidence matrix has a null-
dimensional kernel, that is Ker(A) = {0}. This condition is sufficient to find a
matrix C such that is a left inverse of A, so CA = I, with I being the identity
matrix. Then we can construct the matrix Ω that expresses the system of
linear equations under our framework, by taking Ω = C>MC:

M = A>ΩA

= A>(C>MC)A

= (CA)>M(CA) = M

2

3.3 Finite methods

The previous result makes it possible to express any linear problem Mξ = b
given by any finite method, with an equivalent one—and vice versa—which
separates the metrical and physical components from the topological relations:

M ξ = δ Ω ∂ ξ = b.

In other words, ∂ and δ are determined only by the topology of the mesh,
while Ω concentrates all metrical and physical relationships between mesh
and field elements. Moreover, the canonical form (3.1) provides a simple way
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of establishing a priori if a given mesh may lead to a solvable system of linear
equations, since Ker(A) = {0} implies that A has full rank.

Expressing a problem in the canonical form not only gives a direct insight on
the topological and constitutive parts of a given finite method, but allows us
to formulate it without being limited by the usual restrictions on cell shapes,
provided that the resulting incidence matrix has full rank.

3.3.1 Finite differences

Finite differece methods approximate field integrals by sums and field deriva-
tives by differences. The finite differential and integral operators are expressed
using our algebraic-topological approach with boundary and coboundary re-
spectively. The geometric information about cells is made explicit in Ω by the
fact that derivatives and integrals depend on the metric established on the
domain by its decomposition.

A generic coefficient ωi,j of Ω expresses the effect of the thermal tensions
between the i-th and j-th faces in the cell complex, given by the application
of the boundary ∂. The extent of such an influence, derived from metrical
informations and not only on a pure-topological basis, produces Ω matrices
with different shapes; for instance a five point FD method relates faces whose
distance is within a fixed range ϑ dependent on the minimum volume of (p−1)-
cells in the p-complex: 2ϑ = min{Vol(F )|F ∈ Kp−1}.

The explicit metric of FD could be misleading comparing finite differences with
finite elements or volumes methods. While finite differences express distances,
areas and volumes directly in the problem formulation, finite elements and
volumes simply hide these measures within integral forms. An example of
computation of the thermal field with the five-point finite difference method
is given in detail in Section 5.

3.3.2 Finite elements

Classical finite elements replace the original problem, expressed usually under
a differential formulation, with an equivalent easier version on the problem
mesh, i.e. a domain discretization with a p-complex. The field, computed ex-
actly on the nodes by solving a system of linear equation, is approximated
elsewhere by interpolation of the nodal values, using a series of functions
called shape functions (or basis functions), as in Figure 5.

Conversely, in our approach nodal values are replaced by a chain cp on the
complex K of dimension p (and codimension 0) that is a partition of the
problem domain D. Differential and integral operations are represented by
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boundary and coboundary operators, respectively. The interpolating step and
the subsequent integration are based on the domain decomposition and affects
only the transformation Ω, which links the input field to the output. Notice
that the canonical form leaves field interpolators unaffected by any variation,
and every change is strictly bounded to the Ω matrix.

In other words, FE methods focus on the problem formulation in terms of
local approximations, reflecting this approach on the canonical form δΩ∂ by
concentrating on the Ω∂ part expressing the local formulation: this mimics
the variational method solving differential equations like u′′ = f by expressing
its variational form u′′ → −u′v′, where u and v are the field and variation
functions, respectively.

To achieve better numerical approximations FEMs usually make use of higher
order interpolating functions, influencing the ωi,j coefficients that establish
constitutive relations between faces in the complex: symmetrically to the num-
ber of nodal values involved in a higher order interpolation, Ω will correlate
a higher number of faces in the output cochain. Another way to achieve an
increase in numerical accuracy is refining the mesh, or with combinations of
both techniques.

3.3.3 Finite volumes

Similarly to the finite difference method, the finite volume method is a method
for representing and evaluating partial differential equations as algebraic equa-
tions, with values calculated at discrete places on a meshed geometry. A prob-
lem is described using some balance law over a finite portion of space, as the
name itself suggests, for instance comparing the inner heat generation of a
volume with the total heat flux across its boundary. The equations are solved
using the conservation principle across each given volume. In particular, vol-
ume integrals in a partial differential equation that contain a divergence term
are converted to surface integrals, using the divergence theorem. These terms
are then evaluated as fluxes at the boundaries of each finite volume. Because
the flux entering a given volume is identical to that leaving the adjacent vol-
ume, these methods are conservative.

In our approach, the field is represented as a cp chain. Separating the dif-
ferential operations implied by the divergence, represented by the boundary
operator, from the flux calculus operated by the transformation Ω, which re-
lies on the result of the boundary operator, we calculate the flux per surface
on the boundary of a given volume. The coboundary operator, representing
an integral, finally sums the contribution of each surface. Conversely to finite
element methods which concentrate more on a local field approximation, finite
volumes center on the balance of global quantities in a finite region of space,
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Figure 5. Different shape functions on the same mesh.

in other words FV methods focus on the δ side of the canonical form δΩ∂.

For instance, let us consider a thermal conductivity problem, and let us denote
Tp the temperature chain over a cell complex. FV methods compare the total
heat flux on the boundary of a volume to the inner heat generation. The
temperature gradient in a heat transfer problem can be obtained applying
the boundary on Tp, producing the gradient chain Gp−1 = ∂Tp. Applying the
transformation Ω on this chain we have the heat flux per surface expressed
as a cochain Qp−1 = ΩGp−1. The balance is finally enforced by applying the
coboundary on the flux chain and equating the result to the heat generation.
The final result directly connects the temperature, a chain over the mesh, to
the heat flux cochain, a function over the temperature chain.

4 Adaptive graph representation

In the following sections we will introduce a data structure capable of handling
both topological and metrical informations, and we will show how to extend
it to be suitable for field problems expressed in the canonical form. The split
algorithm will be presented as an efficient mesh refining tool, and analyzed
from the viewpoint of our proposed method.

4.1 The Hasse diagram

In order theory, a Hasse diagram is a graph H = (N, E), whose nodes form a
finite partially ordered set, and where there exists an arc from x to y if and
only if: (a) x < y and (b) there is no z such that x < z < y. In this case,
we say y covers x, or y is an immediate successor of x, as described in (25).
Hasse diagrams can be used to give a complete representation of the inclusion
between k-faces, 0 ≤ k ≤ p, in a p-complex. This structure was introduced for
solid modeling in (26), together with an efficient split algorithm for splitting a
convex cell (and its boundary faces) with an hyperplane, as shown in Figures 6
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and 7. Such a spitting is the very basic operation when building a progressive
bsp-tree as described in (22).

It is easy to see that the incidence matrices Ak of a p-complex K, 1 ≤ k ≤ p
directly correspond to arc subsets Ek ⊂ E, such that ∪kEk = E and Ei ∩
Ej = ∅, i 6= j. This representation is very useful, because for the chain group
Ck(K, G) we have

Ck(K, G) = (Nk ×G, +), (9)

where Nk ⊂ N are the nodes of H that correspond to k-cells. Notice that a
label from the set {−1, 1}, and associated to the arc (ni, nj) is sufficient to
specify the relative orientation between ni and nj. For each node n ∈ Nk,
let us define En := {(n, nj) ∈ E|nj ∈ Nk−1}, and Nn := {nj ∈ Nk−1|(n, nj) ∈
E}. With a tolerable abuse of notation which identifies nodes with cells, and
denoting with g ∈ G the coefficient associated with n ∈ N , the boundary
operation may be computed as:

∂(gn) = g
∑

h∈Nn

sign(n, h)h.

In other words, the boundary of the elementary chain gn is obtained simply
by summing the (properly signed) coefficient transfered from n to its children
in H. The dual graph H∗ = (N∗, E∗), with

N∗
k = Np−k ,

E∗ = {(nj, ni)|(ni, nj) ∈ E}

is clearly the Hasse representation of the dual complex D(K). If the nodes in
N∗ are labeled from G, and the arcs in E∗ are labeled with the relative sign
of node pairs, then for cochain groups we have

Ck(K, G) = (N∗
k ×G, +). (10)

The coboundary on H is the boundary on H∗, as expected. From a practical
viewpoint, the same graph, using double links for implementing arcs, may be
used for all topological computations.

This graph structure is then a 0-codimension representation of a cell complex,
with all the topological and metrical informations needed to express a phys-
ical problem in the canonical form. Explicitly representing the cells of any
dimension allows for a straightforward retrieval of metrical measures, funda-
mental to generate physical coefficients, for instance the thermal conductivity,
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which is dependent on material properties and on the volume of the cell under
analysis.

The Hasse diagram for a cellular decomposition of a field domain can be em-
ployed with all numerical methods if using the canonical form δ Ω ∂. Such
relationship separates the topological aspects of the domain decomposition
from the metrical and physical properties of the transfer function of a com-
putation. As a consequence, the Hasse representation allows us not only to
describe numerical methods, but also to locally refine the cell complex by con-
veniently updating the topological and metrical data, as well as the physical
quantities represented in the cells, such as the temperatures or the internal
heat sources. This approach can be efficiently implemented with the split
algoritm as seen in (26) and will be described in Section 4.2.

4.2 Mesh refining

The framework presented in this paper applies to general meshes, and does not
require any particular cell shape. Representing a finite method in its canonical
form allows us to use the Hasse diagram for both topological and geometrical
information storage, granting the ability to efficiently refine the data structure
which characterize the mesh, while avoiding ad hoc modifications of hard-wired
codes. Recently the same data structure has been shown to support progressive
Boolean operations (22), providing an effective method of adaptive geometrical
refinement of complex shapes.

In the present section we extend the split algorithm (26) to update geometry
and topology along with the physical and metrical details needed to solve a
field problem. We will refer for clarity sake to a two-dimensional cell complex
used to formulate a steady-state heat transfer problem, but the same approach
applies to cell complexes in any dimensions.

Let us focus on a small region of the mesh K = K0 ∪ K1 ∪ K2 where Ki is
the set of all i-cells in the complex, as shown in in Figure 6, where both the
cell complex and the relative Hasse diagram are depicted. The thermal field in
our example is then represented as a 2-chain c2 = t1C1 + t2C2 + . . . which can
be expressed with a vector ξ. With a small abuse of notation we will identify
the temperatures with their relative cell names, so that the 2-chain may be
represented as

c2 = t1C1 + t2C2 + . . . −→ ξ = [C1, C2, . . .]
>

Boundary and coboundary operators on 2-cells are expressed with the inci-
dence matrix A2, so that the canonical form (δ Ω ∂)(c2) may be represented
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C1 C2
F 1

F 2

F 3

F 4

F 5

n 1
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n 2

n 4

C1 C2

F 1 F 2 F 3 F 4 F 5

n 1 n 2 n 3 n 4

Figure 6. 2-cell complex with the corresponding Hasse diagram, focusing on two
cells, C1 and C2.

with a product of matrices as A>
2 Ω A2 ξ. The thermal tension between adja-

cent cells is then given by the 1-chain f1:

∂(c2) = A2 ξ =



+1 0 . . .

−1 0

−1 +1

0 −1

0 −1
...

. . .


|K1|×|K2|


C1

C2

...


|K2|×1

=



F1

F2

F3

F4

F5

...


|K1|×1

= f1

where the same notation has been applied to the face vector.

The Ω matrix relates faces to faces, expressing the influence of thermal ten-
sions in the cell complex represented by the 1-chain f1, and producing the
output 1-cochain of heat flux functions. Each coefficient ωFi,Fj

of Ω will be the
result of constitutive relations—involving metrical and physical quantities—
and measures the heat flux between 1-faces Fi and Fj:

Ω =


ωF1,F1 ωF1,F2 ωF1,F3 ωF1,F4 ωF1,F5 . . .

ωF2,F1 ωF2,F2 ωF2,F3 ωF2,F4 ωF2,F5 . . .
...

. . .


|K1|×|K1|

The split algoritm used to refine a mesh cuts a cell with an hyperplane
and updates the Hasse diagram: such an operation may lead to a complex
constituted by homogeneous cells, in our example with reference to Figure 7, a
simplex C1 may be split into a simplex and a quadrilateral cell. While classical
methods would enforce the last to be a triangle, adding new cuts in the mesh,
our algebraic-topological approach allows the use of cells of different shapes
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Figure 7. (a) Splitting the C1 simplex with an hyperplane; (b) non-simplicial cells
are generated.

producing self-similar matrices as the algorithm spits or collapses cells in the
complex.

Updating the Hasse diagram starts from cells of lower dimension, creating two
new 0-cells nA and nB, as we can see in Figures 7 and 8. This information is
propagated to higher-dimensional cells, creating new faces FA, FB, FC , FD,
FE that substitute 1-cells F1 and F2.

Such an update involves not only the topological structure, but also impacts
the Ω matrix by updating its elements on a metrical basis as opposed to a
pure topological one. Each element ωFi,Fj

represents the influence of thermal
tensions on the faces Fi and Fj, strongly related to metrical properties such
as faces volumes. The updated matrix Ω′, of dimension |K ′

1| × |K ′
1|, where

|K ′
1| = |K1| + 3, will then reflect the newly created cells that replace F1 and

F2:

Ω′ =



ωFA,FA
ωFA,FB

. . . ωFA,F3 ωFA,F4 ωFA,F5 . . .
...

ωFE ,FA
ωFE ,FB

. . . ωFE ,F3 ωFE ,F4 ωFE ,F5 . . .

ωF3,FA
ωF3,FB

. . . ωF3,F3 ωF3,F4 ωF3,F5 . . .
...

. . .


|K′

1|×|K
′
1|

The split algorithm proceeds propagating the informations upwards to the
0-codimension cells, and reconstructing at each step both the topological and
the metrical-physical properties. The last step requires the update of the prop-
erties relative to 2-cells. This procedure will update the incidence matrix A2

accordingly to the relative orientation of the new 2-cells CA and CB—that
replace the split cell C1—with respect to their faces, so giving the new matrix
A′

2 with dimensions |K ′
1| × |K ′

2|, where |K ′
2| = |K2| + 1. With reference to

Figure 9, the updated boundary chain f ′1 can be expressed with the following
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C1 C2

F 1 F 2 F 3 F 4 F 5

n 1 n 2 n 3 n 4nBnA

C1 C2

FD FE F 3 F 4 F 5

n 1 n 2 n 3 n 4nBnA

FCFBFA

Figure 8. (a) Creation of two new 0-cells nA and nB; (b) the subsequent creation of
1-cells FA, FB, FC , FD, FE , replacing F1 and F2.
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F 3

F 4

F 5

n 1

n 3

n 2

n 4

nB

nAFB
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FD

FE

CB

CB C2

FD FE F 3 F 4 F 5

n 1 n 2 n 3 n 4nBnA

FCFBFA

CA

Figure 9. The final cell complex and its relative Hasse diagram.

product of matrices:

∂(c′p) = A′
2 ξ′ =



+1 0 0 . . .

−1 0 0

+1 −1 0

0 −1 0

0 +1 0

0 −1 +1

0 0 −1

0 0 −1
...

. . .


|K′

1|×|K
′
2|



CA

CB

C2

...


|K′

2|×1

=



FA

FB

FC

FD

FE

F3

F4

F5

...


|K′

1|×1

= f ′1

5 A sample finite difference construction

In this section we recover the standard finite-difference approximation of a
problem in linear heat conduction through the algebraic-topological approach
presented in the previous sections. To compare, we first present the conven-
tional finite-difference construction of the same approximation.
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Figure 10. Five-point finite-difference scheme.

Let us approximate the two-dimensional domain with a uniform Cartesian
mesh, and let Ti denote the value of the temperature at the node Ni. Let hx

and hy be the mesh sizes in the x and y direction of the rectangles, respectively,
and let us use a five-point difference stencil. With reference to Figure 10, let
us focus on node N5 and its adjacent nodes N1, N4, N6 and N9. The values
of the temperature at the five nodes will be denoted T5, T1, T4, T6 and T9,
respectively.

Heat flux components, identified with the partial derivatives of the tempera-
ture, are approximated with the following divided differences (see Figure 10):



q15 = (λ15/hy)(T1 − T5)(−1)

q65 = (λ65/hx)(T6 − T5)(−1)

q95 = (λ95/hy)(T5 − T9)

q45 = (λ45/hx)(T5 − T4)

(11)

where λij is the material thermal conductivity and qij is the heat flux, both
related to the nodes Ni and Nj: note that qij can be interpreted as the coef-
ficients of a 1-cochain q1). A balance equation is then associated to node N5,
stating that the contributions from all the adjacent 0-cells sum up to a given
quantity, say zero:∑

qij = q15 + q65 + q95 + q45 = 0 . (12)

Let us now restate the same procedure in our own algebraic-topological terms.
As previously said, each node Ni will be represented by a 2-cell Ci, to which
temperature values Ti will be attached. Let σij denote the heat conductance
between two adjacent cells Ci and Cj. Figure 11 shows the oriented cell com-
plex corresponding to the FD mesh in Figure 10.
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C1

C4 C5 C6

C9

Figure 11. Cell-based finite difference scheme with its metrics.

We start from a 2-chain representing the temperature distribution over the
cells:

T =
∑

i

Ti Ci (13)

Let us go to compute the canonical form δ Ω ∂ (T ). The first operator to be
applied is the boundary ∂, which will produce a 1-chain F of temperature
differences. Writing down the components for the only 2-cell C5, we obtain

F15 = T1 − T5

F65 = T5 − T6

F95 = T5 − T9

F45 = T4 − T5

(14)

As expected, these coefficients are attached to the 1-faces of cell C5.

The next step is the application of the mapping Ω, which results in the 1-
cochain of heat fluxes through the 1-faces. This map relies on the metrics
underlying our cell complex, and as shown in Figure 11, our choice is to
map each 1-face with all the 1-cells within an euclidean distance of 2ϑ =
min{Vol(F )|F ∈ K1} from the center of mass of each face, where K1 is the
1-complex extracted from the mesh. Representing Ω with a matrix, its general
element ωij will be null unless cells Ci and Cj are adjacent, in which case it
will equal σij:

Ω = [ωi,j] , ωi,j =

 0, Ci
⋂

Cj = ∅

σij, Ci
⋂

Cj 6= ∅
(15)
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This gives us a 1-cochain q. Writing down the components for the 1-faces of
the 2-cell C5, we have:

q15 = σ15(T1 − T5)

q65 = σ65(T5 − T6)

q95 = σ95(T5 − T9)

q45 = σ45(T4 − T5)

(16)

Finally, we have to apply the coboundary operator to the 1-cochain q. This
operation sums up the fluxes attached to all the faces of each cell, producing a
2-cochain Q′2 which provides the total heat flux entering each cell. Focussing
as before on cell C5, this gives the equation:

δ q =
∑

q′ij = −q′15 + q′65 + q′95 − q′45 = 0 (17)

which coincides with Equation (12), provided that

σ15 = λ15/hy

σ65 = λ65/hx

σ95 = λ95/hy

σ45 = λ45/hx

(18)

We may notice as hx and hy both depend on the metrics as well as λij: the
coefficient σ depends on the material property λ which may be related to face
volumes, for instance λij ∝ Vol(Fij).

In case of a split, the structure of our problem remains the same. With refer-
ence to Figure 12, splitting the 2-cell C5 results in a change in the ϑ distance
used to formulate the problem, changing the minimum volume among faces in
the cell complex. This fact is reflected on the Ω matrix relating each face to
its immediate neighbor preserving the five-point finite difference structure. As
presented in Section 3, these metrical informations are stored and comfortably
updated in the Hasse diagram as the split algorithm proceeds.

6 Prospective developments

This paper has shown a physically valid and theoretically straightforward in-
terpretation of finite methods based on an algebraic-topological formulation
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Figure 12. Splitting the cell C5 yields a change in the distance used to describe face
relationships, affecting the σij = σ(Vol(Fij)) parameters.

of field problems. Focusing on the cells of 0-codimension allows us to design
the geometry and simulate the physics simultaneously, removing most arti-
ficial constraints on the shape of finite elements. Moreover, the separation
of metrical and physical properties from the purely-topological ones unifies
all the finite methods within a single algebraic-topological framework. In the
proposed approach, we make use of an efficient full-dimensional graph-based
decomposition of the domain of interest, supporting a streaming-like progres-
sive refinement in case it is needed, and only where it is required.

It should be clear that separating topology from other factors eases the pro-
cess of mixing different finite methods on different domain regions, since
each method influences only the Ω matrix, as we have seen in Section 3.
When describing multiple finite approaches the Ω matrix will become a block-
structured matrix, where each block Ωi,i implements the chosen finite method
for the given subdomain, and Ωi,j, with i 6= j, describes the interactions be-
tween different regions:

Ω =

 Ω1,1 Ω1,2 . . .
...

. . .

 .

The same consideration applies when each subdomain involves different phys-
ical phenomena, since all the field knowledge is limited to the Ω matrix. We
may also notice as the blocks are not to be considered “sharply defined” but
“fuzzy bounded”. At the frontier of each Ωi,j subdomain there will be a “mu-
tual interaction” zone whose extent is defined by the physical (and metrical)
description of the given problem, and of course is not cleanly confined by
subdomain boundaries.

Another promising research direction is the application of the framework pre-
sented in this paper in a mixed multi-grid/multi-physics environment. The
current multi-grid approach approximate solutions on multiple mesh at differ-
ent granularity, interchanging results with relaxation R (fine-to-coarse grid)
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Figure 13. A mixed multi-grid/multi-physics approach mesh (a) and V-Cycle (b).

and interpolator L operators (coarse-to-fine grid), see e.g. (27) and (28). More
than merely coarse-refine tools, these operators can carry physical informa-
tions between layers of meshes, describing the mutual influence joining mul-
tiple cell complexes. These operators LΩ and RΩ will modify the Ω matrix
at each stage of computation as the subscript suggests. Then a typical multi-
grid cycle, which solves a problem on the fine grid, pushes the solution to
the coarser one to obtain a new initial result for the finer mesh, called a V-
Cycle, would not only transfer values between different level of details, but in
addition influence the physical description:

δΩξ∂ ξ
RΩ−→ δΩη∂ η

LΩ−→ δΩ′
ξ∂ ξ′

RΩ−→ δΩ′
η∂ η′

LΩ−→ . . .

As an example of this possibility, we may analyze a heat transfer problem
at the coarse level, and an electrical charge flow at the finer grid. These two
layers may interact by changing the impedance—that is implemented by the
Ωξ matrix—according to the temperature, as well as the thermal conductivity
expressed in Ωη.
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